Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The main cause of acoustic noise from high-speed turbulent jets is hydrodynamic instability. Depending on the scale, frequency, area of occurrence of these instabilities and their structures it is possible to classify such parameters of a supersonic jet noise source as radiation direction, intensity, spectrum frequency \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. The following noise sources are allocated for free supersonic jets \[[@CR3]--[@CR7]\]: large-scale turbulent structures; small-scale turbulence; broadband noise caused by the interaction of the shock-wave structure of the non-isobaric jet with hydrodynamic instability (Mach waves); narrowband noise caused by resonant regimes between the shock-wave structure of the jet and hydrodynamic instability (screech tone). The papers \[[@CR8]\] and \[[@CR9]\] present a generalized (for sub- and supersonic cases) law of scaling the noise level from average jet parameters and present empirical dependencies for prediction of turbulent mixing noise spectra from supersonic jets. At present, there is a need for additional experimental and numerical studies to improve the existing methodology for predicting acoustic noise from trans- and supersonic jets and the mechanisms of their generation. This will ultimately help in the design of aircraft and rocket engines and reduce the overall noise generated. However, conducting experimental research is very difficult and expensive. In turn, the significant increase in computational power leads to the fact that the numerical prediction of acoustic noise from trans- and supersonic jets becomes relevant and important stage of research.

The qualitative simulation of the interaction of high-speed flow, hydrodynamic instability and external environment is critical for the tasks related to the study of acoustic noise of trans- and supersonic jets. Important while modeling the mixing processes in the near field is the exact resolution of formation of hydrodynamic instability and their interaction with the main flow. The numerical methods used in such cases must have the ability to resolve both the high-speed flows described by the Euler equations and the viscous flows at significantly subsonic velocities. However, a known problem of many of the existing explicit methods based on the approximate methods of the Godunov type (local Lax-Friedrichs (Rusanov), HLL, HLLC, etc.) implemented in computing packages is the limited area of applicability of these algorithms at the values of the Mach number less than 1. In turn, well-proven methods such as SIMPLE or PISO are unappropriated for highly compressible flows. An alternative to the approaches described above is the use of hybrid approaches \[[@CR10]\] and algorithms based on regularized or quasi-gas dynamic (QGD) equations \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. The regularized gas dynamic equations are analogous to the Navier-Stokes equations and are used to describe flows in various tasks. QGD-algorithms are characterized by uniformity of approximating expressions, ease of use and physically determined by the numerical viscosity. Given the complexity of the processes occurring at the outflow of high-speed turbulent jets, it is appropriate to apply integral analogies to the solution of the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings equation to solve the problem of noise prediction in the far field \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\].

The various approaches and algorithms described above for solving gas dynamic equations, and the integral method for determining acoustic pressure in the far field are implemented in the OpenFOAM open source package. In works \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\] authors conduct research of various methods of numerical modeling implemented in OpenFOAM package and formulate recommendations for calculation of jet flows at small Reynolds numbers. So in researches \[[@CR15], [@CR17]\] it is established that the resolution of a computational grid to simulate the process of formation and propagation of instabilities in space should be not less than 30--40 cells per diameter (CPD). In order to expand the application scope of the developed QGDFoam solver, the validation of the QGD algorithms on the tasks of trans- and supersonic jets flow of perfect viscous gas and the acoustic noise generated by them at small and moderate Reynolds numbers (Re = 3600 and 70000) were carried out. The flow field and acoustic properties from jets for the selected conditions are well studied \[[@CR18]--[@CR20]\] and can be used to validate numerical methods and schemes.

Governing Equations and Methods {#Sec2}
===============================

Quasi-gas Dynamic Equations {#Sec3}
---------------------------

Regularized or quasi-gas dynamic system of equations includes equations of balance of mass, momentum and energy \[[@CR11], [@CR21]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The system of Eqs. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})--([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) is implemented in QGDFoam solver based on OpenFOAM package \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. More details about the code, including the governing equations can be found in papers \[[@CR21], [@CR24]\].

Acoustic Analogy {#Sec4}
----------------

One of the main approaches used to model acoustic wave propagation is the solution of the Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings equation. There are various integral formulations for solving this equation. In this paper we used the Farassat 1A formulation \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\], implemented in the libAcoustics library developed by the authors \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\]. More details about the governing equations of this formulation can be found in paper \[[@CR27]\]. This analogy is used to determine the far field noise generated by an acoustic source moving in a gas. This formulation is widely used to calculate the acoustic pressure from the rotor or jet flows. The following formula was used to calculate the sound pressure level (SPL):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The developed library based on OpenFOAM package is publicly available and can be compiled independent of any modules of the main package and the type of solvers.

Numerical Setup {#Sec5}
===============

The problem of trans- and supersonic jets outflow with the following initial data is considered: M = 0.9, Re = 3600; M = 2.1, Re = 70000. The flow parameters and geometry match an experimental study conducted by Stromberg et al. \[[@CR18]\] and Troutt et al. \[[@CR20]\] and results will be compared to their data whenever possible.

The computational domain was a rectangular parallelepiped in which the outlet boundary is removed by 100D, the side boundary by 20D, where D is the diameter of the nozzle exit. The inlet boundary corresponded to the exit of the round nozzle and coincides with the beginning of coordinates (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the computational grid has been refined on 30D downstream. Based on the recommendations presented in \[[@CR17]\], a calculation grid with 40 CPD and a total number of cells of 33 million is constructed. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows a fragment of the grid near the nozzle exit.Fig. 1.Computational domain and boundary conditions. Fig. 2.Fragment of the computational grid near the nozzle exit.

The numerical simulation was performed using QGDFoam solver with the following setting parameters defined in \[[@CR17]\]: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \upalpha $$\end{document}$~*QGD*~ = 0.15, *Sc*~*QGD*~ = 0. Adams-Bashforth (backward) scheme was used for time derivatives approximation. The turbulence model has not been applied for jet at small Reynolds number. For the case M = 2.1 and Re = 70000, the LES approach with Smagorinsky sub-grid model was used.

The libAcoustics library with Farassat 1A formulation was used to predict acoustic pressure in the far field. Virtual microphones were located at a distance of R = 30D and 40D for jets with low and moderate Reynolds number respectively, the angle of microphones position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and Discussion {#Sec6}
======================

Near Field Calculation {#Sec7}
----------------------

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents the axial distribution of the Mach number averaged over time in comparison with experimental data. Figures [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} show the flow field of the jets under study.Fig. 3.Axial distribution of the mean Mach number: (a) M = 0.9, Re = 3600; (b) M = 2.1, Re = 70000. Fig. 4.The jet velocity distribution at M = 0.9, Re = 3600: (a) instantaneous; (b) mean. Fig. 5.The jet velocity distribution at M = 2.1, Re = 70000: (a) instantaneous; (b) mean.

The flow field at low Reynolds number is laminar for considerable part of the potential core region. The potential core length of the jet at moderate Reynolds number is between 8 and 10 diameters and characterized by weak shock cell structure. The sonic point in this jet is reached between 18 and 20 diameters downstream of the nozzle exit.

Far Field Noise Prediction {#Sec8}
--------------------------

Based on the recommendations \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\] on the choice of the form of the control surface to calculate the acoustic pressure from jet flows, two open surfaces were constructed, which are schematically depicted in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} (s1 is green, s2 is red). The control surfaces start 0.1D downstream of the inflow boundary and extend to 35D along the streamwise direction. Sound pressure level for two tasks are calculated in terms of a reference pressure scaled to the ambient pressure: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ p_{ref} = 2 \cdot 10^{ - 5} \cdot \left( {p_{c} /p_{a} } \right), $$\end{document}$ where *p*~*c*~ is the pressure in the test chamber, *p*~*a*~ is standard atmospheric pressure.Fig. 6.Schematic showing the two open control surfaces surrounding the jet at moderate Reynolds number (Divergence of velocity contours are shown). (Color figure online)

The OASPL directivity distribution for low and moderate Reynolds numbers jets are presented in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 7.Sound pressure level directivity distributions for QGDFoam solver with different control surfaces: (a) M = 0.9, Re = 3600; (b) M = 2.1, Re = 70000.

The results showed that acoustic properties of moderate Reynolds number jet are closely comparable to published in paper \[[@CR19]\] of high Reynolds number jet results. The highest levels of generated noise occur at angles around 30°.

The effect of Reynolds number on the acoustic frequency spectrum at the point corresponding maximum acoustic noise are presented on Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}. At the low Reynolds number acoustic spectrum is dominated by a narrow band of frequencies. At the moderate Reynolds number, it is quite full. The broad peak is around $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

The numerical experiments have allowed to investigate the applicability of the developed approach based on implementation of the QGD equations using OpenFOAM package. The developed solver QGDFoam has been coupled with libAcoustics library. Validation of QGDFoam solver was performed on the problems of trans- and supersonic jets of perfect viscous gas and acoustic noise generated by them at low and moderate Reynolds numbers. The calculated gas-dynamic parameters of near-field and acoustic pressure in the far field correspond well with the experimental data.

The analysis of the received data has allowed to expand applicability of QGD algorithms for numerical simulation of the free jet flow at moderate Reynolds numbers. Thus, the resolution of the calculated grid should be at least 40 CPD, and the regularization parameters are *Sc*~*QGD*~ = 0, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It was found that the jet at moderate Reynolds number both the flow and acoustic properties are considerably more complex than the at low Reynolds number conditions. The major of acoustic noise propagation direction of the investigated jets occur at angles around 30° to the jet axis. The noise spectrum of jet at the low Reynolds number is a narrow band of frequencies in turn at moderate Reynolds number it is quite full.
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